
 

Inside Sales Representative 1 

Role: 

Shoemaker Manufacturing is seeking a customer oriented Inside Sales Representative (ISR). The ISR 

will act as a primary order processor and customer liaison by providing accurate order data processing 

as well as assisting and closing customer inquiries and issues. A proactive and enthusiastic ISR will 

respond promptly to incoming customer calls and emails and will be genuinely excited to help customers 

with their inquiries. The ideal candidate will have a keen eye for detail and data while also having a 

personable nature to assist with customer needs. 

Problem-solving comes naturally to Inside Sales Representative. They are confident at troubleshooting 

and investigate if they don’t have enough information to resolve customer requests. The target is to 

ensure excellent service standards, respond efficiently to customer inquiries and maintain high customer 

satisfaction. 

This position reports to the Senior Sales Manager of SMC. 

Responsibilities: 

• Manage a growing number of inbound calls and emails regarding orders, shipment delays, back 

orders, etc. 

• Resolve customer concerns, problems, and discrepancies by clarifying issues within given 

authority; follow up to ensure resolution. 

• Provide accurate, valid, and complete information by using the right methods/tools to help support 

customers and territory owners. 

• Keep records of customer interactions, process customer accounts and file documents. 

• Identify and assess customers’ needs to achieve satisfaction. 

• Build sustainable relationships and trust with customer accounts through open and interactive 

communication. 

• Follow communication procedures, guidelines, and policies. 

• Identify potential new sales opportunities and collaborate with the corresponding Territory Owner, 

Sales Manager, or Director of Sales to pursue. 

• Perform testing of online tools prior to launch and provide feedback. 

• Assist in the training of new team members as directed.  

• Performs other related duties as directed. 

 
Preferred Experience: 

• Associate degree in Business or related field is a plus. 

• 1+ years of experience working in a customer service position is a plus. 

Required Experience: 

Communication: Must be able to speak, read, and write in English to carry out and/or deliver detailed 

instructions. 



Professional Skills: Basic computing using MS Office products; Excellent business communication, e-

mail, and personal skills; Ability to multi-task, prioritize, and manage time effectively; Must be able to 

work well with others in a team environment; Customer orientation and ability to adapt/respond to 

different types of characters; Capacity for high degree of technical product knowledge. 

Working environment 

While performing the duties of this job, the employee is occasionally exposed to moving mechanical 

parts and vehicles. There will be prolonged periods of sitting at a desk or working on a computer. The 

noise level in the work environment is usually quiet to moderate. 


